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Learning
Outcomes

The UC ARCO focuses its content on Ergonomics Intervention in different
production contexts: Industrial; Hospital; Transportation and New
Technologies. The syllabus includes the main methods, techniques and
fundamentals of ergonomics intervention in mentioned contexts.
It is expected that students attain skills at following levels:
- To plan an intervention methodology appropriate to the nature and specificity
of the proposed problems;
- To consolidate the basic principles and concepts linked to the ergonomics
practice;
- To identify and apply tailored methods, techniques or instruments to the
specific nature of the problem under study and the various moments of
ergonomic intervention;
- To establish a diagnosis of work conditions as result from previous
ergonomics analysis.

Syllabus

I- Industrial ergonomics
1. Introduction to Industrial Ergonomics
2. Basis for assessing the risk of mechanical exposure.
3. Methodological approaches for assessing exposure
4. Methods of exposure assessment
II- Hospital ergonomics
1. Approach to National Health System
2. Ergonomics and Occupational Health in Hospitals
3. Features of Working in Hospital Context
4. Main Risk Factors
III- Ergonomics in transport
1. Ergonomics and the Transport Sector
2. Professional driving
3. Design of systems
4. Security
IV- Ergonomics and New Technology
1. Work changes by new technologies
2. Legislation applicable to the work with display screens
3. Relevance of ergonomics on work problems with display screen equipment
4. Methods and tools of analysis and risk assessment applied to the context of
use of information systems

Evaluation

The lectures are supported by expository methods, supported by slides. All
references are provided in each lesson and are available on the web platform.
In the practical sessions it is appeal to the technical problem-solving, often
supported by video and photographs of work situations that have been subject
of ergonomic intervention in previous years, resulting in a positive momentum
over the academic years in which UC has been ongoing. The evaluation
process has two alternative models: Continuous (one test and practical work)
and final (theoretical and practical exams), limiting its continuity to
classification> 9.5 values in both theoretical (70%) and practical (30%) in each
module. The final classification id obtained by adjusted mean of all modules:
40% - Industrial Ergonomics, 20% in other topics.
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